**TD250 TREADMILL DESK**

**POWERFUL PERFORMANCE**

The TD250 Treadmill Desk is built for RUNNING, WALKING, and as a WALKING WORK DESK. The TD250 Treadmill Desk is for the Serious Home User that wants the option of a Folding Treadmill for a Small Space, ease of transport, and the option of having a Desktop. The TD250 Treadmill Desk is built with High-Quality Standards and will Perform even after the Toughest Beating, able to Accommodate Users up to 300lbs. The TD250 Treadmill Desk is truly the treadmill for everyone. From the Beginner to Advanced Athlete. You will not find a better value in its class.

---

**DUAL THREAT**

With a Simple Flip of the Console the TD250 is transformed into a Flat Top Workstation. Featuring a Massive 25" x 17" Workspace with USB Charging Input, Walk Mode LCD Screen w/ Controls, Tablet Holder, Water Bottle Holders, and Accessory Tray. Whether you're Counting Steps while Enjoying your Morning Coffee, Burning Calories while you Work, or Training for a 5K, the TD250 Treadmill Desk offers it all.

---

**GET ELEVATED**

With an Incline Range of 0-12%, our Oversized 20" x 55" Running Belt, and a Speed Range of .5-10mph. You can Push Yourself to Higher Levels while Walking, Jogging, or Sprinting. Our Running Belt is powered by a 3 HP - DC Motor which will provide you with an Extremely Smooth and Powerful Experience.

---

**YOUR PERFECT FIT**

While Most Treadmills do not offer any Adjustments, the TD250 Treadmill Desk offers both height adjustments as well as fore and aft adjustments. With a 11.5" Height Adjustment and 3 Fore and Aft Positions, The User can easily switch from a Walk / Work Mode to a Running Mode. The Adjustments ultimately offer the User a Custom, Perfect Fit for their Exercise Experience.
TD250 TREADMILL DESK

FEATURES
- Heavy Duty 20" x 55" Running Belt
- 1" Thick Deck W/ Silicone Lubrication
- Patented ASA (Adjustable Shock-Absorbing) Suspension System
- 2.5" Diameter Roller W/ Sealed Ball Bearings
- Heavy Duty Frame Construction
- Custom Molded Soft-Touch Handrails with Speed and Incline Controls
- Storage: Gas Assist Folding W/ Soft Drop and 4 Wheel Transport
- Integrated USB Phone Charger
- Step Counter

RUN MODE BACKLIT LCD DISPLAY
- 7" Interactive Computer Display (Run Mode)
- Speed – .05 – 10mph
- Incline – 0 – 12%
- Displays: Level, Calories, Speed, Distance, Time, Pulse, Incline, Program, Age, and Step Count
- Programs Include: 12 Preset, 3 HRC’s and USER 1&2
- Use Numeric Key Pad for Instant Speed and Incline Values
- Simple and Easy Key Selection
- Reads Heart Rate from Integrated Pulse Grips and Wireless
- Integrated Safety Stop feature
- USB Phone / Tablet Charger

WALK MODE LCD DISPLAY
- .75 x 2" LCD Display (Walk Mode)
- Speed – .05 – 4 mph
- Displays: Speed, Distance, Time, Calories, Pulse, and Step Count
- Simple and Easy Key Selection
- Reads Heart Rate from Integrated Pulse Grips and Wireless
- Integrated Safety Stop Feature
- USB Phone / Tablet Charger
- Tablet Holder
- Accessory Tray and Water Bottle Holders
- Massive 25"W x 17"L Workspace

SPECs
- DRIVE MOTOR: 3.0HP DC Motor
- SPEED RANGE: 0.5 – 10mph
- INCLINE RANGE: 0 – 12%
- BELT DIMENSIONS: 20"W x 55L" DECK: 1" Cushion Deck W/ Silicone Lubrication
- BELT: 2mm Thick Long-Durability Anti-Static Belt
- FRAME: Heavy Duty Steel Construction
- MAX USER WEIGHT: 300lbs
- CONVENIENCE: Folding Frame W/ Built-in 4-Wheel Transport
- DIMENSION: 79.9" L x 33.5" W x 52.8" H – FOLDED: 36.6" L x 33.5" W x 62.2" H
- WEIGHT: (Assembled) 219lbs

WARRANTY
- RESIDENTIAL: Lifetime- Frame / 5 Year – Parts / 1 Year – Labor

BODYCRAFT is a division of Recreation Supply Inc. 7499 Green Meadows Dr. Lewis Center, OH 43035 Phone 800-990-5556 Fax 740-965-2449 www.bodycraft.com
*We reserve the right to make improvements or changes at any time.